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General Care for Indoor Courts and Recreation Areas 
with an applied Acrylic Color Coatings System 

 
While acrylic coated indoor courts and recreation areas are considered by the industry to be maintenance free, there are 
several general care items to consider to maximize the longevity of the applied Har-Tru Sports Coatings applied acrylic 
color coating system. 

 
➢ During the first month or so of a newly coated indoor facility, the courts should be blown off daily at the end of play to 

remove the ball fuzz and the initial wearing out of sand from the coating.  Blow the debris to a corner where it can be swept 
up or vacuumed.  After the initial period, the courts should be blown as frequently as needed.   

 
➢ It is highly recommended to never run a mechanical scrubbing unit, wet or dry, on the courts or recreational area to 

prevent pre-mature wear of the acrylic color coating surface.  Please contact you Har-Tru Sports Coatings authorized 
applicator if your courts require being washed. 

 
➢ Keep the area free of dirt, sand, and other types of foreign matter and debris.  If brooming is needed, use only a soft, nylon 

bristle broom as brooming with a harder bristle can damage the acrylic color coating product.   

 
➢ To clean the surface from drink stains, wash the surface utilizing a mixture of warm water and a mild dish cleaner (the type 

used for cleaning dishes by hand) and a soft bristle scrub brush or rags.  Gently scrub or blot stain until area is cleaned.  
Allow washed areas to dry thoroughly before commencing play. 

 
➢ It is strongly suggested to not use a fuel powered mechanical blower, but if one must be used, make sure the equipment is 

not dripping any oil, fuel, or fuel-oil mixture product onto the surface prior to using the equipment.  If any type of oil, fuel, 
or fuel-oil mixture product is spilled on the surface, refer to local requirements for drying such drips or spills.  Once dry, 
clean as described above for drink stains allowing the washed areas to dry thoroughly before commencing play. 

 
➢ Always wear proper soft soled shoes with white or gun soles.  Hard or colored soled shoe use should be discouraged. 

 
➢ Always place protective material below chairs, tables, ball machines, etc., and for equipment that travels onto the courts 

such as lifts for changing lights.  Never drag items without wheels around the court surface as this action can damage the 
finish. 
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